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Abstract In severe depression thoughts of suicide can
develop over weeks or months. Traditional pharmacologic
or psychotherapeutic treatments take several weeks before
they begin to improve symptoms. This gradual
improvement is consistent with our everyday experience of
the self. However, a new treatment, ketamine, can alter
depressive symptoms within hours or even minutes.
Ketamine can stop suicidal thoughts in as little as 20
minutes and is being developed to treat suicidal patients in
the emergency room. Rapid changes in a belief as complex
as suicide raise new questions about the self and identity.
More complicated models of the self are required to
understand how rapid changes in complex beliefs are
possible without invoking unrealistic specificity in the brain
(i.e. grandmother cells for belief). If the brain has multiple
competing selves within modules then ketamine could work
by either turning a self module on or off. This is consistent
with a modified version of the global workspace theory of
consciousness where a self module provides the context for
the spotlight of attention.
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1. Introduction
Depression is the most common psychiatric illness and
occurs in over 15% of the population.1 The etiology of
depression is unknown and depression is defined by a group
of symptoms and their time course.2 Common symptoms
include sad mood, anhedonia, insomnia, fatigue,
hopelessness, and cognitive problems. In severe depression
thoughts of suicide can develop as symptoms worsen and are
the most common reason for hospital admission. Suicidal
thoughts typically develop after weeks or months of serious
depression. Traditional pharmacologic or psychotherapeutic
treatments take three or four weeks to begin to improve
symptoms.3,4 This gradual improvement of mood and

cognition is consistent with our everyday experience of the
self. However, a new treatment, ketamine, a dissociative
anesthetic, can alter depressive symptoms within hours or
even minutes.5-10 Ketamine can stop suicidal thoughts in as
little as 20 minutes and is being developed to treat suicidal
patients in the emergency room and allow them to return
home and avoid hospitalization.7 Rapid changes in a belief as
complex as suicide raise new questions about the self and
identity. Typically, changes in complicated beliefs are
caused by alterations in memory over time (i.e. experience).
While simple beliefs can of course change permanently in
minutes or even seconds (e.g. remember when you first
learned whales are mammals and not fish), complicated
beliefs are closely tied to identity and are typically resistant
to rapid change. For example, we do not expect deep-rooted
religious or political beliefs to change within minutes. The
entrenched negative beliefs in depression are even more
resistant to change and there is no known process (e.g. giving
someone a million dollars) that can alter depression sooner
than
the
standard
psychotherapeutic
or
psychopharmacological treatments. Suicidal thoughts are
part of an overriding negative view of the world that includes
persistent beliefs that life is not worth living. Thus the near
instant changes in these beliefs produced by ketamine seem
to bypass the normal process whereby complicated beliefs
change gradually over time.

2. Ketamine
Ketamine was first developed in 1962 as a general
anesthetic.11 It is also classified as a dissociative anesthetic
and can produce a sense of detachment and often
hallucinations at lower subanesthetic doses. The mechanism
of action of ketamine is through the blockade of glutamine
binding sites on NMDA receptors. Glutamine is the primary
excitatory neurotransmitter in the brain and NMDA
receptors are found throughout the brain and are responsible
for synaptic plasticity and memory formation.12 The action
of ketamine is not specific to any brain region but appears to
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globally effect excitatory neurons.12
Similar to the discovery of the original tricyclic class of
antidepressants, the efficacy of ketamine for depression was
discovered
serendipitously.
Doctors
were
using
subanesthetic doses to treat chronic pain and noticed
improvement in mood.13 Berman et al. was the first study to
examine the use of ketamine specifically for the treatment of
depression.5 Unlike other antidepressants, ketamine
improves symptoms, including suicidal thoughts, within
hours or minutes.7,8 To date there have been numerous open
label trials of ketamine and it appears to be a promising
treatment but large scale placebo controlled clinical trials are
needed to determine if it can be used successfully to treat
depression in standard clinical practice.5-10,14 Depression
often returns within a few days of the first ketamine
treatment and the larger clinical trials will help determine
how many consecutive doses are required to sustain
remission.

3. The Case of Mr. J
The case of Mr. J will help illustrate some of the
philosophical challenges of ketamine treatment for
depression and suicidal thoughts.15 Mr. J was a high
functioning professional with a history of recurrent
depression. He had been suffering from an episode of
depression for the last several months that was refractory to
traditional antidepressants. He continued to be able to work
but had started to develop serious suicidal thoughts and he
began to worry that he might act on them. Mr. J had seen an
advertisement for a ketamine research study for suicidal
thoughts and presented to the emergency room where the
study was being conducted to receive the treatment. He was
hoping to receive the treatment and then return to work latter
that day.
Mr. J’s story is not unique and many patients with
depression often feel they have two selves: their depressed
self and their normal self striving to return. When he
presented to the emergency room Mr. J clearly had one self
that wanted to get rid of the bothersome depression and
suicidal thoughts and get on with his day. Let’s call this self

SL (the self that feels Life is worth living). Yet another self
was deeply depressed and was convinced that suicide was
best solutions to his situation. We can label this self SNL (the
self that feels it is Not worth Living). When he presented to
the emergency room SL was clearly worried that SNL was
going to win out and thus end the life of both selves.
Unfortunately this is not uncommon in depression and
psychiatrists in the emergency room make the call to admit
patients to the hospital when they believe SNL is in charge.

4. Ketamine Treatment
Traditional treatments of depression do not challenge the
way we think about changes in beliefs, and attitudes. Figure
1 shows the gradual change from beliefs that life is not worth
living (BNL) over weeks into beliefs that life is worth living
(BL) after treatment for depression. Figure 1 also shows how
these high levels beliefs can evolve into the intermediary
beliefs BNLa, BNLb, and so on. For example, BNLa could
involve having several beliefs about why life is worth living
in addition to having some stronger beliefs that life is not
worth living. This process could continue until the final
belief BL is reached. These gradual changes are consistent
with cognitive behavioral therapy and the incremental
changes this therapy encourages as well as the incremental
changes seen with antidepressant medications.3,16-20
However, the model in Figure 1 is clearly an extreme
simplification. Beliefs about whether life is worth living are
not isolated beliefs but instead are the end result of a large
underlying belief network. Thus Figure 2 is a more accurate
model of belief change in the brain. As can be seen in Figure
2, BL and BNL are part of a larger network of interrelated
beliefs. These belief networks can change with time with BL
evolving into BNLa, BNLb, etc. as in Figure 1. Again this is
consistent with common notions of beliefs, attitudes, and
identity. With medications, neurovegetative symptoms
usually improve first followed by a gradual improvement in
mood.3,17,18 As the person’s mood improves they begin to
question their negative thoughts and beliefs that life is not
worth living. Treatment response to psychotherapy also
follows a similar timeline.16,18-20

Figure 1. With traditional psychotherapeutic or psychopharmacological treatment of depression, beliefs that life is not worth living (BNL) change over
several weeks into beliefs that life is worth living (BL).
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Figure 2. A more complicated model of belief change where high level beliefs such as BNL (belief that life is not worth living) and BL (beliefs that life is
worth living) are part of a larger interconnected belief network. With traditional psychotherapeutic or psychopharmacological treatment of depression,
beliefs that life is not worth living (BNL) change over several weeks into beliefs that life is worth living (BL) through gradual changes in the larger belief
network.

Figure 3. Ketamine causes rapid improvement (minutes) of depressive symptoms and suicidal beliefs and thus challenges traditional models of belief
change.

Now we apply our treatment model to ketamine as shown
in Figure 3. In this model BNL changes to BL within minutes.
There is not time for high level beliefs to change as the end
result of a gradual series of belief changes within the larger
belief network. Instead, what seems to be happening is that
high level beliefs like BNL are changed directly at the
molecular level rather though intermediary beliefs. This
would require the targeting of very specific cells by ketamine
and would also imply the existence of grandmother cells for
belief. The term grandmother cell was coined when a single
cell in a group responding exclusively to pictures of
participant’s grandmother.21 Yet neuroscientists who study
perception recognize that there is not any one cell
responsible for such a high level perceptions.22 It seems even
less likely that there would be a type of grandmother cell for
BNL. Thus the standard models of belief change do not work
with Ketamine treatment.

5. A New Model of the Self

Figure 4. In order to understand Ketamine treatment a more complex
model of the self is needed. In this model there are numerous self modules
that cooperate and compete to produce the underlying attitudes and beliefs
of the individual.
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The previous example illustrated the limitations of
standard models of depression treatment when applied to
ketamine. We therefore need to create a new model that
allows rapid belief change in depression. Figure 4 illustrates
a more complicated view of beliefs. As shown in Figure 4,
the brain can be modeled by several independent modules
that interact together to produce the attitudes and beliefs of
the individual. One or more modules are responsible for high
level extensional beliefs about whether life is (or isn’t) worth
living (we can call them the BNL and BL modules). This
model is consistent with many modular theories of the
brain.23-25 However, other modular theories focus on
individual modules for different perceptual or cognitive tasks
which are often anatomically localized. The model we are
proposing in Figure 4 is modular theory of the self. The area
of influence of each self module need not be exclusive and
there could be multiple modules that influence important
existential or moral beliefs. The overall self may then emerge
from a competition of influence among these modules and
the influence of individual modules may wax and wane with
time.
The existence of multiple self modules is consistent with
Baars’ global workspace model of consciousness.26,27 In the

global workspace model, Baars uses the metaphor of a
theater to understand consciousness. The brain can be
thought of as the theater and attention is represented by a
spotlight illuminating a specific part of the theater. When the
attentional spotlight illuminates a particular part of the brain,
that process reaches attention and enters consciousness. In
Baars’ model, brain regions don’t wait passively for the
spotlight but instead compete with each other and the region
with the most influence draws the spotlight. Baars’ model
also includes what he calls unconscious contexts. These
unconscious contexts are essentially models of the self with
specific beliefs and values and could be identical to the
different modules of the self we are proposing. In fact, Baars
calls the underlying context the self workspace.26,27 In Baars’
model, there was only one self but we can generalize his
model to include multiple selves competing to be the
underlying context for the global workspace. In this
modified model there would be a second spotlight, a wide
beam spotlight that provides a background illumination for
the entire theater. The module of the self with the most
influence then gets this illumination and provides the context
for the narrow beam spotlight of attention (see Figure 5).

Figure 5. The modular theory of the self combined with Baars’ global workspace model of consciousness. The different self modules (B1 to B5) form the
context for the theater of consciousness. The module of the self with the most influence (in this example B5) gets the focus of the wide beam spotlight and
provides the context for the narrow beam spotlight of consciousness (the narrow beam spotlight is not shown in this diagram).
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Figure 6. The complex modular model of the self along with global workspace can explain Ketamine treatment in two possible ways. Either ketamine is
turning off the BNL module (A) or turning on the BL module (B).

6. Ketamine and the Self
We can now use a modular model of the self along with
our modified global workspace model of consciousness to
understand ketamine treatment. First, we can see that the
new model is consistent with our prior treatment models of
traditional antidepressants and psychotherapy. These long
term therapies gradually change the modules responsible for
the self and we do not require any new mechanisms to
understand this process. In ketamine treatment, however,
rapid changes in belief require a new mechanism. As
discussed previously, ketamine does not target any specific
region of the brain but could affect modules of the self that
are distributed across the brain. Therefore ketamine could
shift the broad beam spotlight of attention between different
self modules. This broad beam spotlight could shift within
minutes (the narrow beam attentional spotlight that can shift
in a few hundred milliseconds) and thus explain the rapid
changes in very complex beliefs. As can be seen in Figure 6,
there are two possible mechanisms of action of ketamine in
our new model. Ketamine could shift attention away from
the BNL module and without the influence of this module
other modules can again exert their influence that life is
worth living and bring about a rapid change in suicidal
thinking. The other potential mechanism of ketamine
treatment would be that it focuses attention onto a specific BL
module which then counters suicidal beliefs. Thus ketamine
treatment could inactivate BNL or reactivate the BL module in

minutes and thus treat depression rapidly.
Functional neuroimaging research is needed to better
understand the neural mechanisms underlying rapid changes
in complex mental states as well as the neural correlates of
self modules. While our proposed model is currently
speculative it could generate testable hypotheses in the future.
For example, if neural correlates of various self modules are
found in healthy participants, neuroimaging research could
determine if these brain regions are altered with ketamine
treatment. This research could ultimately be used to help
develop better targeted treatments for depression in the
future.

7. Conclusions
Large clinical trials currently underway will determine if
ketamine can be used in large scale clinical practice.
However, even our current limited experience with
ketamine treatment shows that it is possible to rapidly
change complex high level beliefs within minutes. Rapid
changes in a belief as complex as suicidal ideation raise
new questions about the self. More complicated models of
the self are required to understand these changes without
invoking unrealistic specificity of belief in the brain (i.e.
grandmother cells for belief). If the brain has multiple
competing modular selves then ketamine could work by
either turning on or off a module via a mechanism similar to
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Baars’ spotlight of attention, but on a much larger scale.
Certain models of consciousness allow multiple
simultaneous overlapping selves to be present in the normal
brain.20,21 Ketamine treatment lends empirical support to
such theories. In the near future rapid treatment of
depression may be commonplace. More research is needed
to understand the neural mechanisms underlying rapid
changes in complex mental states and this knowledge may
also require a rethinking of many aspects of the self.
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